STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

I learnt the core values of focus, perseverance and patience at a very early stage of my life. My father who is a patient, disciplined and determined individual, would spend countless number of hours in his endeavor to become a business man. Today, he is running his own company EVAAN ELEVATORS PVT LTD. His success in buying our dream home and at a “value-for-money” motivated me to follow his ideals. “You live only once, but if you live right, then once is enough”. Same applies to one's career decisions because one has to live with it throughout. I aspire to be a part of strategic management team, where my primary role is to take crucial decisions that could shape the future course of the firm. The thrill, risk and power of the job fascinates me.

I am currently pursuing B.Tech in Mechanical Engineering from----------. This base will help me in managing the technical aspects of the project. But to reach to a position which allows me to realise my aspirations, I will also have to work as a part of teams, build teams, present my ideas effectively and make fruitful decisions. These tasks ask for skills, which I believe, can be learned and mastered with proper guidance and training.

In the three years that I have spent at ---------- I have done many things like:

* I have donated blood at my university campus hospital, felt very satisfied of good deed of mine.
* I have done four weeks training at a very reputed organisation that is NTPC(NATIONAL THERMAL POWER CORPORATION). Moreover, I have submitted a project report on it.
* I have been once a coordinator at an event organised by my university that is LPU SILVERSCREEN.
* I have to do a project in my fourth year last semester.

Pursing an MBA became inevitable for me as it was my path to future career so decided to do my Masters from UK University which provides a quality education. The UK higher Education system combines the best elements of tradition and modernity. The quality of UK degree is one reason why I plan to come to The UK and study. Another is the value for money. Also the universities in UK provide internationally recognized qualifications of highest standard. The Business School at the CARDIFF METROPOLITAN University is amongst the elite management schools. The quality of Post graduate taught programs is well recognized. The School provides numerous Business program and is designed to equip its graduates for careers in the global market.